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The engineer in the university)
by d. gn. m.
(an engineer)
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this question '^^ost cases, in Ofdei^ that one may 10 poifit which , have felt worth mentioning is eta*
Î « rrc, hm this is the most widely xoom technique (mainly concerning engmeenng subjects). More
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the engineer feel that this is his bag and that is all two years before graduation). A research period followed by a
1 really think that he is 0^rlooking someth g^ P question-and-answer period on some chosen or appointed topic
to enlighten you regarding this statementtin'following P ^ould certainly enhance the participants’s communicative

The engineering course is lacking in scope_ g t 8 ude A student’s initiative and creativity must be brought
at is that he is not we 1-rounded in his education <mdvi ^ As seen in some of Elton Mayo’s experiments in
miglit be. The employer wants a reliable g ... . . the Western Electric plant concerning employees and production,
‘think on his feet.’ Chances are you, as a graduate .will be put theWestemblectnc.pianto^ ^ ^ ^ y f ^ fmm the
through the ropes ot the firm to see how you wd t employee. This Attitude?can be brought out in the classroom
environmental phases of the company in fact to see; wl t typ y ^ ^ effort classroom tedium should be lessened if not
of work you are best suited for and also to see what type variations in atmosphere, that is, talking and/orbecome when confronted with your peer group- &iTw.s of îte b&i or rohoil). In Jlort. the
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exist^through0 variations1 ui behaviour3 pat terns**1 Surely without In closing, 1 hope that some of you ‘budding’cngieers try ^o 
ereatermsieht into reality we will be preventing ourselves from encourage this attitude of becoming well rounded by 
hmAirninl Vo n fullest.’ rearrangement of part of the engineering curriculum. I am sure

Communication or as Dr McKay would say ‘dialogue,’ is of that most of you would take advantage of the chance to change
paramwintTmportance at any time eapectally dating post academ- the engineering framework into a more conduce atmosphere fo, 
ic employment. To develop this art of communication it is learning.
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Integrate engineering and social sciences
I he following was written by a corporate establishment using the Board engTneeHng'problems'must

University of Waterloo engineering of Governors as its vehicle for exercising P . *Q attention of engineering student‘for ,h= E-ginamn, Congress in its influent*i The —“?] Gudims earl * in orlr to initiate the
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disciplines and the invaluable social preparation of the engineer as a leader. in ^eneraL Qf thj$ CQurse may seem
SCieAr!CeLar<5nhtUn;h?ltenaineer is aiven a A process must be found through extreme but according to facts gathered
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that courses in the humanities are students that are products of our more education neÇ^iV. Th,s course vrould 
esintia/ ifoweier the solution to the 'liberal' primary and secondary schools. naturally graduate men who did hmrettns 
problem of soda/ leadership participating In preparation, then engineering "°wr°o "dLcatlon
PS not so readily apparent. If social schools must begm to integrate social degree of educabom We the
experience is necessary then the university science courses of relent ^ ^ gbout what his role
must become a community. . context into p , , • soc;etv could be when he has

Universities today are controlled jointly framework. Discussions debates, and the d^oc v
provincial government and by the importance of individual opinions must be 9
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